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Rogues of Rotbottom

What is the allure of dungeons anyway?

This is why we can’t have nice things A common Marching Order

Guest Columnist, Nirabar of the 7

What happened here?

Rogues are Bad for Rotbottom

outstanding character and spiritual 
strength. 

That was then, however. Now we 
are known for our Rogues. 

These dishonest and unprincipled 
folks can be found all over 
Rotbottom and have become a 
strong driver of our economy. 
They take on the roll of everything 
from day laborers to mercanaries. 
It’s a sort of gig economy that has 
people turning away from more 
honest work and instead plying 
their trades in “delves”, a word that 
has come to mean everything from 
petty theft to tomb robbing. How 
did this happen?

“I ken tell ya, those with the money 
don’t  want to pay no one what they 
worth,” says Manny LeFeur, local 
Ratcatcher. “Sure, I ken catch the 
rats all day, but wut if I jus grab a 
knife n’ tickle da rear of a (cont)

The following was written by our guest columist, Nirabar 
of the 7.
There was a time, brothers and sisters and psycadelic 
twisters, that we were an honest folk! A proud folk! We had 
love in our souls and stoic resolve in our hearts. We lived in 
the gods’ light, working, growing, and even procreating. We 
were a chosen people.

This plague of Rogues is a disease in the literal sense. Our 
society smotheres and dies under their foul weight. Do not 
fret though, by siblings. There is another way.

Brakmar the Unbreakable, supreme ruler of the 7th circle, 
well come to rend our flesh and eat our bones. He will echos 
in the dreams of our souls.  For the low price of  $9.99 (cont)

In ages past, Rotbottom was known for many things. Our extensive sewer system was the pride of the land. There 
were institutions of higher learning and a strong guild system in place. No other city exported as much alcohol as we 
did (we actually produce even more now but we export very little -editor). Our religous institutions created folks of 


